
Equipment evolution:
Is your shot blast equipment ready for an upgrade?

Do you have a problem with your current process or performance?
Is your machine functioning well, but needs to adapt to a new product?
Does your machine have to meet changing environmental,
health and safety or ergonomical standards?
Do you have an old machine that causes high maintenance times? YES

NO

YES NODo you require improvements quickly (<6 months) 
with minimal disruption to your production?

Speak to Wheelabrator Plus to get a complete audit of your machine and operations - to identify and 
quantify all inefficiencies with your current set-up and get recommendations for improvements.

Regularly service
and maintain your 
current equipment

Review your business objectives

How an equipment upgrade works:
We complete a thorough audit of your equipment to 
understand your current problems and identify tangible 
engineering solutions
We give you a clear plan with realistic timescales and 
quantify your paybacks
Using the latest technology we update your current 
machines
You are back in production within the shortest 
timeframe

Benefits of an equipment upgrade include:
Increased machine uptime and reliability
Lower maintenance costs
Reduced machine wear
Reduced blast cycle time
Higher cleaning standard 
Improved cost/performance ratio
More intelligent design of blast wheel assembly
Less operational risk

Visit www.wheelabratorgroup.com/emp for more information

YES NODo you have tight budgets you have to adhere to?

YES NOAre you happy for your current equipment to evolve?

YES NODo you want your project to provide a faster 
payback at a lower cost?

YES NODo you require a clear ROI with immediate
and long term paybacks?

When thinking of buying new 
equipment, consider:

Longer lead times
Higher cost
Adapting your factory footprint

When thinking of buying second-hand 
equipment, consider:

Compliance with health and safety 
legislation
Finding equipment from a reliable 
source
Understanding the history
Relocation cost
Uncertainty on performance accuracy
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